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We construct, given a Riemannian flag on a smooth manifold X and a compact 
semi-simple Lie group G, a unitary representation of order 1 of the G-valued gauge 
group, i.e., of the group of G-valued, compactly supported, smooth mappings on X. 
For dim(X) > 2 (with a supplementary condition in the case dim(X) = 2), we show 
that this representation is irreducible and that the representations associated to dif- 
ferent Riemannian flags are inequivalent. These results appear as extensions of the 
corresponding ones related to the classical energy representation and its previously 
introduced generalizations. 0 1988 Acadamc Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The energy representations of the gauge group GX were first introduced 
in [6, S] and studied in [2, 6, 81. In these works, an energy representation 
is constructed from a smooth Riemannian structure on X and can be exten- 
ded to a Sobolev-Lie group completion of GX depending strongly on the 
selected Riemannian structure (see also [ 1, 33). In fact, one can construct 
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an energy representation as soon as one has a generalized Riemannian 
structure satisfying some “Sobolev-type” condition. This idea is supported 
by the fact that various generalizations of the energy representations were 
exhibited and studied in more recent papers [ll, 121. 
This paper is a natural implementation of this idea. We are concerned 
with the concept of Riemannian flag which allows one to unify all the 
preceding results in the direction we indicated above, and which seems to 
be, in some sense, maximal with respect to the expected property of 
irreducibility. This appears to be a step in the process consisting of the 
demarcation of the generalized Riemannian structures needed in connec- 
tion with the energy representations. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section I, the notion of Riemannian 
flag and the corresponding generalized energy representation are 
introduced, and we state the main results for the energy representations 
associated with regular Riemannian flags. Section II is devoted to the study 
of the Gaussian measure associated with a regular Riemannian flag. One 
gets here technical results which are actually the estimates needed in 
Section III, where the proofs of the main results are given. 
I. FRAMEWORK, NOTATIONS, AND RESULTS 
1. Riemannian Flags 
Let X be a smooth manifold of dimension d, with tangent and cotangent 
bundles TX and T*X. Let E be a finite-dimensional Euclidean space, and 
let s2(X, E) = Q(X) @ E be the locally convex and nuclear space of all the 
E-valued and compactly supported smooth l-forms on X. 
Let 2 be a submanifold of X; each element w in 0(X, E) gives rise to an 
element o, in sZ(Z, E) such that for all x in Z, o=(x) is the restriction of 
o(x) to the tangent space T,Z of Z at x. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (1) A flag of X is a collection Y=(Yk)OGksp, 
0 d p Q d,, of submanifolds Y, of X such that 
Ypc .. . t Y, c . . . c Y, c Y,=X 
d k+l<dk, where dk = dim( Y,), O<k<p. 
(2) We shall say that the flag Y = ( Yk),.&, G p is regular if dk = n -k 
for all k = 0, 1, . . . . p. 
c3) Let y’(yk)o~k~p be a flag of X, and let q be an integer such 
that 0 < q < p; then Ys4 = ( Yk),, k G 4 is a flag which will be called a 
subflag of Y. 
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(4) A Riemannian flag is a flag Y = ( Yk)OCk d p such that for all 
integers k = 0, 1, . . . . p, Yk is endowed with a Riemannian structure of 
class C’. 
Of course, in a Riemannian flag Y = ( Yk)0S k S *, the Riemannian struc- 
ture selected on Y, has generally no connection with the induced Rieman- 
nian structure on Y, coming from the Riemannian structure selected on Y,, 
with k’ <k. 
Remarks. (1) Any subflag of a regular flag is a regular flag. 
(2) Let Y=Wkh.k., be a flag (resp. a regular flag) of X, and let U 
be a non-empty open subset of F, then Y n U= (Y, n 17)~~~~ p is a flag 
(resp. a regular flag) of U. 
2. Energy Scalar Product Associated to a Riemannian Flag 
(4 Let Y=(Ykh,k,, be a Riemannian flag of the manifold X; the 
space 0(X, E) has a real prehilbertian structure given by the positive 
definite inner product 
(1.1) 
where vk is the Riemannian volume measure on Y, and where for all x 
in Y,, 
tw yk(x)? w>k(x))E = tr(o$(x) o yk(x))y (I-2) 
w;(x) denoting the adjoint of o>,(x) with respect to the Euclidean 
structures of TX Yk and E, and tr denoting the trace. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The scalar product ( , ) y given by formula (1.1) will be 
called the energy scalar product associated to the Riemannian flag Y. 
The completion of the space Q(X, E) @ @ with respect o the sesquilinear 
extension of ( , )y is a complex Hilbert space denoted z?~. 
(b) In order to make explicit the local form of ( , )y, let us introduce 
the following definition: 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let Y = ( Y,),,, G p be a Riemannian flag of X, let 
(q, U) be some chart on X, and let k be an integer such that 0 <k < p. We 
shall say that (cp, U) satisfies the C,-condition if: 
(i) n = cp( U) is a bounded open domain in Iwdo; 
(ii) AnY,#Qr ifand onlyifO<i<k; 
(iii) q(/ln Yi)=/ii= {x=(x1, . . . . x,,)E/~(x~=~, Vjo (0, l,..., i}}. 
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The local aspect of the structure, given a Riemannian flag, now can be 
made clearer by the following lemma; for the sake of simplicity it is only 
stated in the case dim(E) = 1, i.e., E = Iw; it is a direct consequence of the 
definitions and of elementary facts about manifolds, so we omit the proof: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Y=(Y,),.,., be a Riemannian flag of A’. There exists 
an atlas on X with charts (U,, qs)set such that for each s in Z, there exists 
some integer k (depending on s), 0 <k < p, such that (U,, cp,) satisfies the 
C,-condition. For such a chart (U,, cp,), for all integers h such that 0 < h < k, 
there exists a positive definite symmetric d,, x d,-matrix Ah = (Ati) of real 
C’-functions on Ah = cp,( U, n Y,) satisfying the following property: there 
exist constants mh > 0, M,, > 0 such that for all xch’ in Ah, 
mh 0 < Ah(xth’) < M, 0 (1.3) 
(in the sense of the usual order on d,, x dh symmetric operators), and such 
that, for local scalar l-forms co, = df, with support contained in U,, c1= 1, 2, 
one has 
(1.4) 
where xth) = (0, . . . . 0, xh + 1 3 . ..> XdJ E Ah, and where dx (h’ denotes the 
Lebesgue measure on Ah. 
Remark. If we consider a Riemannian subflag YGy = ( Yk),, Sk gq of Y, 
and for (U,, cp,) satisfying C,-condition, for w, = df% with supp( fi) c U, 
(a = 1,2), one gets 
3. Energy Representation Associated to a Riemannian Flag 
Let us consider now, besides the preceding structure, a compact semi- 
simple Lie group G with Lie algebra g. We denote by GX the gauge group 
of all the G-valued compactly supported smooth mappings on X. As 
explained in the Introduction, this group was originally considered in [6] 
in the spirit of being the relevant generalization of the space of the test- 
functions for a non-commutative theory of distributions on X. In this con- 
text, irreducible unitary representations of GX with typical properties of 
localization and order were attended to be convenient generalizations 
-non-commutative, and multiplicative, in essence-of the usual dis- 
tributions. In complete analogy with examples of such objects considered 
before in [2, 6, 8, 10, 111, we introduce now the following framework. 
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(a) Let X and G be as above, let Y = (Y,),,,, p be a Riemannian flag 
of X, and let E = g be endowed with the Euclidean structure given by the 
opposite of the Killing form. We consider also the space 52(X, g) equipped 
with the corresponding energy scalar product ( , ),,, and its complex 
Hilbert completion Zy. We will denote by e*y the symmetric Fock space 
constructed with X,, as one particle space: 
where the sum is taken with orthogonal components, and where Xpn,s is 
the space of the symmetric n-tensors on J&. 
For all o in &$, e” will denote the coherent state 
It is well known (cf. [7]) that the set {e@/@o&) is a free and total set in 
exy, and that 
(em, em’) = exp{ (w, 0’) .>. 
(b) Let Y be a Riemannian flag on X, and for all @ in G”, let U,($) be 
the operator on eHy defined on all coherent states e” by 
exp(-tld~.ICI-‘)2,-(V(~)W,d~.IC/-1)r}.eY(~)W+~..$-‘, (1.5) 
where V(@) denotes the pointwise adjoint action of GX into Q(X, g), and 
where ) ( r is the Hilbert norm given by the energy scalar product ( , )y. 
As is well known (cf. [6]), $ + d$ . I) - ’ is a non-trivial 1-cocycle (the 
so-called Maurer-Cartan cocycle) of GX with respect to the adjoint 
representation V # + V(e); from the unitary of the adjoint representation 
of G in g it follows that the operators V($) are unitarity on &, and then 
the operators U,(+) are well-defined unitary operators on eJPy. The con- 
tinuity of V and of the Maurer-Cartan cocycle (with respect to the usual 
Schwartz topology of GX) and the definition of the operators U,($) allow 
one to assert that U,: # + U,(e) is a continuous unitary representation of 
G”, with support X and order 1 (in the sense of [6, lo]). 
DEFINITION 1.4. U, is called the energy representation associated to the 
Riemannian flag Y. 
4. Statement of the Results 
Simple generalizations of methods and results given in [2, 91 permit one 
to prove the following theorems: 
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THEOREM 1. Let Y be a regular Riemannian f7ag of X. 
(i) In the case do = dim(X) > 3, Uy is irreducible. 
(ii) In the case d, = 2, there exists a positive constant KY depending 
only on Y, such that, if for any root I of g, its length (AI satisfies (;I1 2 K,, 
then U r is irreducible. 
THEOREM 2. Let Y and Y’ be two regular Riemannian flags of X, and 
such that either d,, > 3, or do = 2 andfor all roots I of g, )A) > max(K,, Kr,). 
Zf Y # Y’ then U, and Uy are not unitarily equivalent. 
II. ON THE GAUSSIAN MEASURE ASSOCIATED TO A 
RIEMANNIAN FLAG OF X 
(1) Let us consider, as in Section I, a Riemannian flag Y = (Y,),,, G p 
of X, and a finite-dimensional and real Euclidean space E; for any open 
subset n of X, let us denote by $%(A, E) the nuclear space of E-valued com- 
pactly supported smooth mappings on A. We define canonically a positive 
inner product on $3(,4, E), denoted ‘( , ), such that for alIf, g in $%?(A, E), 
‘CL g) = (d’ ds) y. 
In this section, we study the possibility of using this bilinear form in 
defining a Gaussian measure on the dual space g’(X, E) of $3(X, E), and, 
whenever it is possible, to study this measure at the local level, i.e., its 
restriction to the set of distributions whose support is a given compact set. 
Let us first introduce the following terminology. 
DEFINITION 11.1. We shall call Gaussian measure associated to the 
Riemannian flag Y the Gaussian measure py on %(X, E) whose Fourier 
transform is given by 
F-t 
s 9’(X,E) 
e’“*P’d~y(y)=exp{- i ‘(F, F)}. 
Let us remark that if A is an open subset in X, then p Yn A is nothing but 
the image of p ’ by the canonical projection of Q’(X, E) into 9’(,4, E), 
which is the transposed map of the injection of $B(n, E) into 9(X, E). 
(2) A first question is that of the closability of ‘( , ). The answer is 
given in the following, which appears as a single generalization of a result 
of [9]: 
PROPOSITION 11.1. Let us suppose that the Riemannian Jlag Y = 
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(Ykh,k,, is regular. For any open subset A in X, the inner product ‘( , ) 
defined on Q(A, E) x 9(A, E) is closable in the Hilbert space L’(A, E). 
Proof: Using an orthonormal basis of E, we may assume that 
dim(E) = 1; now using a covering of A by charts as in Lemma 1.1, we may 
assume that A is the domain of a chart satisfying condition (C,) for some 
k, 0 < k,<p, from which it follows that formula (1.4) in Lemma I.1 is a 
local expression for ‘( , ). 
Let us assume that the sequence (fy)” of elements in 9(A, [w) tends to 
zero in L*( ) and that it is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the 
Euclidean norm ‘1. ( = ( ‘( ., .))‘I’. We prove recursively on the index s that 
(fy)” tends to zero with respect to the norm (see the remark which follows 
Lemma I. 1): 
The general step in the recursion comes from the following Sobolev-type 
estimate: there exists a positive constant c, depending only on s such that 
&(f’“‘, f’“‘) > c, IIf’“- ‘)llL2(,pl) (see [9, formula (3.1)]), where for f in 
9(A, Iw), fcS) and f ('- ') are the restrictions off to A” and AS- ‘, respec- 
tively, and where 8, is the scalar product on 9(A”, Iw) given by 
The proof is now completed. 
Remark. The regularity of the Riemannian flag Y= (Y,),,, Gp seems 
to be necessary for the closability of ‘( , ): in [9] an example of non- 
closability is given with some non-regular Riemannian flag. 
Now, applying Proposition 11.1 to subflags of Y, one has the following: 
COROLLARY. In the preceding situation, for any integer q with 0 6 q < p, 
the positive inner product (f, g) + ‘“‘(f; g) is closable. Moreover, there 
exists a family (A4)Y G p of selfadjoint operators on L’(A, E) such that, for all 
Odq,<p, 
the domain of A, contains .9(A, E), and one has, in the ordered set of self- 
adjoint operators, 
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where E is a certain strictly positive quantity. As a consequence, the positive 
definite inner products “‘( ., .) and y6q( ., .)+ (., .)L2(x,E) define equivalent 
norms on 9(X, E). 
Proof The first part of the assertion is a direct consequence of 
Proposition II.2 and of well-known results about closable positive forms 
(see, e.g., C51). 
For the last part, remark that A,> A, for 0 <q < p; the well-known 
properties of the Dirichlet Laplacian (see [ 51) in a bounded open set allow 
one to conclude the proof. 
(3) The second question we have to study now is the disjointness of 
different Gaussian measures associated to different Riemannian flags, the 
equality of Riemannian flags Y = ( Yk)OG k c p and Y’ = ( Yk)OGk G ,,’ being 
given by p= p’, and for all k = 0, . . . . p, by Y, = Y” as Riemannian 
manifolds with their selected Riemannian structures. 
PROPOSITION 11.2. Different Riemannian flags Y and Y’ of X give rise to 
disjoint associated Gaussian measures u ’ and u ” on 9’( X, E). 
The proof needs a lemma related to the local version of the situation 
described above: 
LEMMA 11.1. Let 52 = Q, = Ido be the open cube in I@‘, where Z is some 
open interval in [w containing 0. For all s = 1, . . . . d,, let us denote by Q, the set 
rx{O)x ‘.. x { 0} (with d, - s factors equal to { 0 >), and, on the space of 
the test-functions 9(sZ,x), let us consider the positive definite inner product E,, 
given by 
‘.T(f, g)’ i S Aj,j(x 
af ag 
,, . . . . xJzzdx, ...dx,T, (11.1) 
i, j= 1 a, 1 I 
the A” = (A”,) being s x s strictly positive symmetric matrices, with, as in 
Lemma I. 1. the condition 
m,OdA”dM,O, O<m,dM,s. (11.2) 
We suppose d,, > 2; let k be an integer such that 1 <k < d,, - 1, and let us 
de$ne on 9(Q) the positive definite inner product Ek given by 
J%(u, v) = 2 E~(u’~), v(s)), 
s=k+ L 
where the symbol (s) stands for the restriction of functions on ,R,, and let 
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Sk(Q) be the completion of 9(Q) with respect to Ek. Then there exists no 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator T on Xj(Q) such that, for all u in 9(a), 
Ek( Tu, u) = E&(~), ~6~)). (11.3) 
Proof. One can replace A; by cS,~, due to relations (11.2) and the fact 
that the property we want to prove depends only on the equivalence classes 
of cd0 and sk, with respect to the equivalence 
i 
IA,IB,A>O,B>Owith 
‘-“* A~(u,u)<~‘(u,u)<B~(u,u),Vu~9(9). 
One has 52 = @= Ik x Zdopk; let $ be in 9(rdoMk) such that Ic/(O, . .. . 0) = 1 
and f,dg-k IW ~a-‘) 2 dxCdodk’ = 1, and let us consider the infinite-dimen- )I 
sional space K+ of the form $@u, UE 9(P), endowed with the positive 
definite inner product 
An easy computation gives 
(11.4) 
with 
Now, let us assume that there exists a symmetric operator T on xk(a) 
satisfying (11.3). On K, the scalar products Ek and &k are equivalent by 
(11.4) and because Ek is given on L2 by a selfadjoint operator A with 
A > EO > 0. It follows that T has to satisfy, for all u in K$, 
sc$+ 1 dTu> u, = &kC(% U), 
and then T must contain the identity on the infinite-dimensional K@; so T 
cannot be of Hilbert-Schmidt type. This completes the proof. 
We come now to the proof of Proposition 11.2. 
If Y # Y’, we can find a bounded open domain U of X and an integer k 
such that, in 9(U, E), 
I+‘( ., .) = Y+‘( ., .) 
“Q(., .)# Y’ck(., .). 
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Moreover, we can suppose that U is an element of a chart. The mapping 
f -+fl U from 9(X, E) onto g( U, E) induces a projection P, from 
W(X, E)* into S’( U, E)*; in order to prove the disjointness of /A’ and py’ 
it suffices to prove that pUti’ and pUpY are disjoint. But in the local 
chart U, the covariances of pup’ and p,u”’ are precisely inner products 
satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 11.1. The conclusion, then, follows from 
the Feldmann-Hajek theorem (see, e.g., [7, Theorem 7.33). 
(4) The following proposition is the basic tool we shall use for the 
study of the irreducibility and the problem of unitary equivalence of the 
energy representations associated with regular Riemannian flags. 
PROPOSITION 11.3. Let Y’ and Y* be two different regular Riemannian 
flags of X, with dim(X) = d, 3 2, and let ur be the Gaussian measure 
associated to these flags. There exist a set Q in 9’(X, E) and a countable 
basis (B,), for the open sets in X such that 
(i) P”(Q) = 1; 
(ii) p yI n & (n,JQ) - n,,(x)) = 0, for all 4,; 
(iii) pyznB (n,(Q) - ndx)) = 0, for all B,; 
for all x in 9’(X, E) such that II,,(x) = IO 6,, x E B,, where IIBn denotes 
the projection of 9’(X) onto B’(B,), and where I belongs to the dual E’ of E, 
with ,I #O if d,, > 3, or with )I\ sufficiently large in the case d, = 2. 
Moreover, (iii) remains valid for IIBn( x) = 0. 
The above proposition will be an easy consequence of the following result, 
which is related to the local situation: 
LEMMA 11.2. Let B be a bounded open cube in [w”O, and let 9(B) (resp. 
9’(B)) be the space of Cm-functions with compact support in B (resp. the 
space of distributions in B). Let us consider the two positive definite inner 
products on 9(B) given by 
(f, g)m = i ; j A;;;(x(‘)) Eg dx(‘), 
s=Q r,j= 1 ns 1 I 
(11.5) 
c1= 1, 2, where (AS,‘)i,J, s = 0, . . . . k is a d, x d, positive definite symmetric 
matrix of real C’-functions on AS, with 0 < m, 0 d A”,“(x) < M, 0 for all x in 
AS (where m, and M, are real numbers such that O<m,<M,), and with 
A”*’ # A”,’ for some s in (0, k}. 
Let uL, be the Gaussian measure on 9’(B) with Fourier transform u%: f -+ 
ev{-Uf),), a=L2. We suppose that do 2 2. Then there exists a Bore1 
set Q in 9’(B) with the following properties: 
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0) Pi@> = 1; 
(ii) ,ul (Q + As,) = 0 for all x in B, and for all non-zero real numbers 1, 
in the case d,, > 3, or for all sufficiently large (1) if do = 2; 
(iii) pZ(Q+R6,)=0 f 11 ora xinB,forallRinRifd0~3,andfor 
A= 0 and (AI sufficiently large in the case d,, = 2. 
ProoJ We follow the line of [2]. The bilinear form (11.5) is given by an 
operator denoted --diAj. Notice that if A’T~= !I, A”,” =O for s>O, A:,] is 
also defined and is exactly the ordinary Laplacian operator on B with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
We denote by GiA, the kernel of the inverse of the operator { -ATAl} in 
the case doa 3, and in the case do=2 the kernel of -AT,) (-A;,) + Ii-‘. 
The Gaussian measure ,utl with covariance given by (11.5) is the image 
measure of the centered Gaussian measure with covariance GiAJ associated 
with the process 5 with zero mean and covariance 
Ut(x) t(y)) = G:a$x, Y) (11.6) 
by the measurable transformation E--f E * HiA), where HyA) is nothing but 
G~,,ifd,~3andisthekernelof(-dq,)+U)-’ifd,=2. 
Notice that this transformation, when it is applied to 6,, gives the 
distribution HiA ,,,( y) = HiA ,(x, y). 
Now we have to use regularizations and dilations of the random field 5 
given in (11.6); namely, (p being a smooth function with compact support in 
R4 such that lRdo q(x) dx = 1, then for k > 0, let us define 
(11.7) 
We note that tk is a random field with covariance fE(S,Jx) C&(Y)) = 
G~AJ,k(~, Y), where 
G&, ),,c(x, Y) = f v,c(t) (P,~(s) G;,& - tv Y - $1 dt ds. 
Notice that if A’= I, A”=0 Vs>O, then G{,)(x, y) (resp. G{,),,(x, y)) is 
a function denoted by G, (resp. G,,,) of (x-y). 
Using the fact that the scalar products given by (11.5) and the energy 
scalar product obtained by putting A0 = I, A” = 0 for s > 0 define equivalent 
norms, it follows that there exists constants m > 0, A4 > 0 such that 
mG,,,(O) G Go,& x) G MG,,dO) (11.8) 
in the case do > 3. 
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In the case do = 2 one gets 
mLogk-k,~G~,),,(x,x)~MLogk+k, 
for some positive constants m, M, k i k2. 
Now, let us consider the set of distributions 
Nn.6 = (t; E 9’(B)/l<2n(x)I d bn1’2G,,2n(0)“2, VXE B} 
and 
Qb = lim inf N,, , 
n 
(11.9) 
(11.10) 
where b is any positive real number. 
We have to prove that, for b sufficiently large, Qb satisfies the property 
stated in Lemma 11.6. 
Let us first prove (i). One easily sees that 
Nn,b = (7 Mn,m 
B 
(II.1 1) 
where the intersection is taken over all the 2”h translated of a fixed cube B, 
making a covering of the cube 2”B, and where 
Since the process x + I~,.(~-“x)~/G,,,,(O)~” has uniformly bounded 
covariances from a result of [4], it follows that 
where K is a strictly positive constant and /I sufficiently small. 
Now, using (II.lO), (II.1 l), and trivial estimation, one gets p,(&) = 1 if 
b is sulliciently large. 
In order to prove (ii) we have to compute 
Using the measurable transformation r --t t2” given in (11.7), it suffices to 
estimate the Radon-Nikodyn derivative of the translation of the measure 
associated to the process c2” by the distribution AH:,,,,,,. But this is equal 
to 
nt’“(x) -; GTAj,2n(~, x) . 
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Estimations (11.8) and (11.9) allow one to conclude that ,u,(& + Hy,),,) = 0 
under the hypothesis in Lemma IL2(ii). 
Now, part (iii) in Lemma II.2 follows easily from the fact that Qb does 
not depend on a, and from Proposition 11.2. 
We come now to the proof of Proposition 11.3. We can select a countable 
atlas of X which charts (I++,, B,) such that the sets +,(B,) are open cubes in 
IF!&. Applying Lemma II.2 to each rl/,(B,) one gets a countable family of 
sets Q. By considering g’(X, E) as a direct sum of dim(E) copies of g’(X) 
and the action of $,, on sets of distributions on B,, we can take for Q the 
Cartesian product of dim(E) copies of n, Z7&l($;‘(Q)); from Lemma II.2 
it follows easily that Q satisfies Proposition 11.5. 
III. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
We are able now to prove the results mentioned in Section I. The 
method is one which was developed in [2, 6, 81. 
(1) We first introduce some notations and definitions: Let a be a Car- 
tan subalgebra of g. We denote by r, the subset of u-valued distributions 
on X which are finite sums of distributions of the form SC, where a is a root 
of the pair (g, a) and x an element of X, given by (6;, f) = a(f(x)), 
SE WK a). 
With the notations of Section II, taking E = a with its Euclidean struc- 
ture coming from that of g, one will consider in the sequel the measure py 
on g’(X, a) which is the Gaussian measure with zero mean and with 
covariance given by ‘( , ). 
For an arbitrary Bore1 measure v on r, we define ,u ’ * v as the measure 
such that for all Bore1 subsets A of g’(X, a), 
(PY*Y)(4=/ PY@+XMX). 
r. 
Following [6, 83 (for a self-contained exposition of the method of proof, 
see also [3]), the main step in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 is connected 
with the following notion: 
DEFINITION 111.1. (1) We shall say that a Riemannian flag Y of X has 
the r-property if there is a Cartan subalgebra a of g such that, if v, and v2 
are mutually singular probability measures on r,, then py * v1 and py * v2 
are singular with respect to each other. 
(2) A pair (Y, Y’) of Riemannian flags of X satisfies the r’-property 
if for any measure v on r, with v( (0) ) = 0, then ~1’ * v and p ” * v are 
singular with respect to each other. 
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It is known that the r-property (resp. r’-property) is sufficient in order 
to prove the irreducibility (resp. the disjointness) result appearing in 
Theorem 1 (resp. Theorem 2) (see [2, 3, Chap. 31). The proof of these 
theorems will be completed by the following: 
PROPOSITION 111.1. A regular Riemannian flag (resp. a pair of different 
regular Riemannian flags) satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1 (resp. of 
Theorem 2) has the f-property (resp. the r’-property). 
Proof. Let Y and Y’ be two different regular Riemannian flags of X, 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorems 1 and 2, let Q be as in 
Proposition 11.3, let a be a Cartan subalgebra of g, and for all x in r, - { 0) 
let us consider the set 
Q' = Q - t.j &inlC&n(Q) - S",l, 
-Ic E SUPP(;o 
CXEA 
n 
A being the set of roots of the pair (g, a) and n running in the set of 
positive integers m such that B, n supp(x) = {x). From Proposition II.3 it 
follows easily that: 
(i) py(Qx) = 1. 
(ii) (Qx’+x,)n(QX2+~,)=@ for all x,,x2 in f,&-- (0) such that 
Xl #X2. 
(iii) For any Bore1 set A in r,- (0) the set Q” = Uxcn(QX +x) is 
universally measurable in 9(X, a). 
Let us consider now two mutually singular probability measures v 1, v2 
on r,, and let A, and A, be Bore1 sets in r, such that v,(A,) = v,(A,)= I, 
A,nA,=@; one gets, for i=l,2, 
It follows then that QAl n QA2 = 0 and that for i = 1, 2, p * * v,(Q”l) 2 1, 
hence the conclusion. 
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The statement about the r’-property is obtained in a similar way, using 
sets Q and Q’ such that (cf. Proposition 11.3) 
pY(Q)= 1, ,uYnh W,(Q) - n,(x)) = 0 
$“(Q’) = 1, pYnBn UMQ’) - &n(x)) = 0 
for all x in r, such that 27&) has support (xl; we construct then, as 
above, for x in r,, 
and 
Q”=Q’- u ~in’Cff,(QW:l. 
*E SUPP(X) 
UEA 
n 
The main point is that the sets Uxsr,~-~O~(Q*+x) and Uwer~-(o)(Q’r+~) 
are disjoint, measurable of measure 1 with respect to py * v and py’ * v, 
respectively, as soon as v( (0 > )= 0. This achieves the proof of 
Proposition III. 1. 
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